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What we do

● Abley is a specialist professional services company, long 
experienced in transportation planning and engineering, spatial and 
data intelligence

● Abley empower our clients to make effective decisions by providing 
clear and insightful advice

● Legacy of transportation and spatial capabilities, expertise working 
with a wide range of data



Unifying NZ’s Speed Limits
Building a National speed limit management platform for New Zealand



Unifying NZ’s Speed Limits
● Application will serve the public, the police, NZTA, 

RCA’s and commercial stakeholders

● 68 Road Controlling Authorities (RCA’s)

● Speed Limit Registers (SLR’s) come in all shapes 
and sizes

● 2 phases to the project:

○ Application build

○ Data migration



Tackling the 
migration problem



What does the data look like?

• Sample of RCA registers:

• Static GIS Data and Maps

• AGOL feature services, API’s

• Text/Excel based Speed limit registers

• …?



Geolocating 
Speed Limits 

from Non-
Spatial SLRs

The challenge is finding the balance between 
automation, repeatability and efficiency

…and accurately adding the spatial component in 
SLR’s where no native spatial data exists.



Migrating:

Into:



FME  list/string manipulation, and python 
combine to extract the key syntax



Extracting the important syntax using FME

Target Road: State Highway 8

Heading From: ___

Distance From: ___

Road From: State Highway 1

Heading To: North West

Distance to: 270m

Road To: Martin Street



Plus some processing to geocode target roads, snip at 
locations, headings and distances, orientate and validate

Creates a spatially accurate feature from the legal instrument



Testing
And adapting…

~50-60% of all records automatically 
migrated from source after verification using 
existing workflow

Blockers:

● Data consistency

● Spelling/syntax errors

● Unlocatable Objects (e.g. “From East 
gate of Port to….”, Maori place names.) 

● Solving the ‘rats and mice’  
programmatically would be costly using 
existing technology, because of the 
sheer number of exception types which 
need to be trapped and accounted for.



With efficiency in mind, 
some pre-processing 
steps were put in place 
involving FME/Desktop 
GIS for unsolved cases



In FME 2019, there could be a better 
way…



Natural Language Processing
We are now exploring the new set of NLP transformers, 
to see how they can help us with our migration gains.



Natural Language Processing
Extremely powerful transformer set with huge potential, 
and a really strong indicator of the direction FME is 
taking in data science and analytics

I have only scraped the surface, but can see retrofitting 
these transformers to extend and upgrade a lot of my 
legacy processes….often replacing python callers J



How Can NLP solve ‘rats and mice’ and improve the process?

Fixing syntax inconsistencies (headings, directions, units (m, km))

Aligning road naming between data sources (yet to train a model on the 
entire set of  NZ road names!)

Description classification: 1 heading, 2, None?

Combining machine learning tools with NLP to classify SLR’s into fuzzy 
sets based on description methodologies 



https://hub.safe.com/publishers/safe/packages/nlp

https://hub.safe.com/publishers/safe/packages/nlp

https://hub.safe.com/publishers/safe/packages/nlp
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